
Who We Are

likeyou is a Zurich-based information bureau dedicated to the worldwide
distribution of information for contemporary visual arts via the Internet
reporting exclusively on artists and exhibitions in Europe, followed by the
Americas and Asia.

With museum and gallery highlights, profiles of emerging artists, and a
comprehensive archive dating back to 1999, likeyou and its complementary
newsletter survey the state of the arts in an easily digestible format and
offers a platform for established and emerging artists.

likeyou artnetwork is the destination to find out about the Arts in Europe
and beyond. Our site unites our audience and broadens our community
delivering vital arts content to everyone who has the desire to enjoy quality
arts information, and ideas.

The likeyou readership is an informed urban market. They are culturally
aware and interested in receiving the best information quickly. They are a
group that is smart, curious, tired of being marketed to and in need of a
good filter, a trusted voice. That’s why they use likeyou.
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Welcome to the likeyou artnetwork

A social media art platform and email magazine that enables your
message to reach over 7,000 users, who intrinsically trust the likeyou brand.

likeyou's clients include leading galleries, museums, cultural centers, art fairs
as well as artists.

Be a part of the likeyou Business Members. Spread the Art.
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What We Do

likeyou provides the following services to Business Members:

Admission of your current exhibition information to the Community Stream
and to the Events area, viewable to the public, to registered users and
non-registered users alike. Each of your exhibition publications will include
pictures and text, as well as information on opening and closing times,
address of venue, and a direct link to your website.

Inclusion of your exhibition announcements, openings, and accompanying
events in our weekly Wednesday-newsletter.

Your text in any language

Permanent archiving of your past exhibition details, updated and searchable
by your institution name, by tags and, as well as by your exhibited artists.

Proceeding for Online Publication through the likeyou artnetwork
publishing team

likeyou visits your website and download your information and images
of your upcoming exhibits. In case we do not find these information we will
contact you just in time.

likeyou publishes your announcements with concern for the high-quality
representation of your art activities online. Please note that you will
always be able to review our postings and request modifications or
correction of factual/grammatical errors.

Deadline
Please accept our deadline on Tuesday at 6 pm (CET) for inclusion in our
Wednesday newsletter. Press releases that come in after this deadline will be
taken up in the following newsletter, but will be processed for appearance
on our platform after receipt of the press documents.
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Your Benefits

As likeyou is able to draw both on its extensive distribution experience and
powerful database, it offers an unprecedented opportunity for Business
Members to reach the most dynamic members of the community of art
professionals and collectors worldwide.

And, very importantly, likeyou is moderately priced. Utilizing technology and
software developed specifically for its purposes, it is able to provide an
effective, reliable service at a very reasonable price.

Remember, likeyou announcements instantly reach over 7,000 subscribers
every week, who are then just a click away from contacting your gallery,
products or services. In fact, no faster, better, and more direct way exists to
get your message out - and at a fraction of the cost as compared to other
forms of advertisement.

Our model is to filter art content and deliver it through our platform, and
newsletter. We are a trusted voice empowering our community.
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Online Fees l Annual

Galleries
CHF 440 / Venue

Museums, Art Centers, Art Associations, Art Foundations, Art Institutions
CHF 605 / Venue

Off-Spaces and Artist driven Spaces
CHF 360

One-time-posting
CHF 250

Banner placements in our weekly newsletters
Advertise your brand and reach your targeted audience in the
contemporary arts. Launched in 2004, September 1st, our weekly newsletter
reaches over 7,000 subscribers. Our newsletter includes information on
current exhibitions, openings, events and your banner ad at the top of the
issue.

Banner ad prices

One-time-ad
CHF 300

Up from 2 times banner placements we are offering a discount of 10 %

Banner specs
534 width, 72 dpi, RGB, jpg
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Some statistic data
Source: google analytics
January 1 - December 31, 2018

Demographics

Location
Top Ten (from 161 countries)
1. Switzerland
2. United States
3. Germany
4. United Kingdom
5. France
6. South Korea
7. Italy
8. Canada
9. China
10. Netherlands

Cities
Top Ten (from 5,363)
1. Zurich
2. New York, NY
3. London
4. Berlin
5. Paris
6. Bern
7. Basel
8. Seoul
10. Chicago

Language
Top Ten (from 143)
1. en-us
2. de-ch
3. de-de
4. de
5. en-gb
6. fr
7. ko-kr
8. fr-fr
9. it-it
10. es-es

Website Content

User Visits
70,647 (users and new users)

Page views
85,556
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Get in touch with us

Centrik D. Isler
Founder
likeyou publications
Rousseaustrasse 19
CH8037 Zurich
+41 (0)76 329 99 29

Contact inquiries and advertisment
go@likeyou.com

Website
www.likeyou.com

Social
www.instagram.com/likeyouartnetwork
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